Hello , thanks for your enquiry for Singapore to West Malaysia sector
Below is the rates for your reference
1kg - SGD
2kg - SGD
3kg -- SGD
4kg - SGD
5 kg -- SGD
(Do take note that the rates above excludes duties and taxes in Malaysia. In the case if parcel value is
more than RM 1000, taxes in Malaysia will be incurred. If package value is less than RM1000, no
taxes in Malaysia will be involved)
Volumetric calculation formula for courier as below
(length (cm) x width(cm) x height(cm))/ 5000.
Do take note that chargeable weight will be based on actual weight or volumetric weight which ever
higher
Kindly ensure proper packing with bubble wrap for fragile and liquid item if any.
*1 Package will only be tagged with 1 tracking code. For multiple package to the same location, it is
advisable to pack or tape up together as 1 package to save cost and prevent misplacement of parcel
*
Rates is inclusive of pick up in Singapore. (Except for Jurong island, Sentosa or any other
restricted/prohibited area deem by Singapore government)
Our free pick up timing will be on weekdays: Monday to Friday 10am - 3pm slot only
Pick up operations will not be operating on weekends and public holidays
For bookings:
Step1: kindly fill up the form as below and “WHATSAPP” back the form to RACHEL LEE at this
number.+6594763945, In return we will provide you with a pick up reference number to write on
the package for our despatch to collect the package from you.
Step2: once your parcel has reached our office, we will weigh and measure before issuing you the
invoice for your online payment (Pay now QR available as well in the invoice issued)
Step3: Do remember to indicate the invoice number (YD12345) in your payment field remarks. Once
payment is made, screenshot back to this number for us to capture the payment for the tracking
number (eg: YESINMY123456) in the invoice to take effect.;
Step4: Sit back, relax and visit our website “www.yunda.asia” , key in your tracking number to track
your parcel from Singapore to receiver !
For any other questions, feel free to read up page 2 of the excel files (Standard Terms & Conditions
of Carriage)
Hope to receive your first booking soon!

